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It seems strange to the Democrats
I "OYER PRODUCTION."
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Gen. Scales stated in his Durham
speech that money panics were caused
by lover-productio-

n" thus showing
that the K?oplje hesitate to plac

in them. "Are we not inier- -
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"over-production- :" a few mo-
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any reasoning man that Gen.
Scalei' position Is not well taken.
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his partyho has ever seen such a state does notwith Icertainty what causes money want him to s
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ment of account for Durham Count"
printed in the Wipers or Posted at the
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ple kept in the dark when they should
be treated with frankness in thismai-ter- ?
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enow what his money
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ional levy of the poll
hours with deliberate, intent to de

an unconstitut Do noceive? me'n now see fhe par- -
and gained others steadfast
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are powerle; to rebuke this disregard
of law at the polls by dethroning the
power that levied it, they should - go
beyond the creature and strike at the
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placing of this ixwer of local seliffgov- -
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